
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FESTE 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" Feste in Rheinland 

,,FASCHING IN MÜNCHEN" / ,,CARNIVAL SEASON IN MUNICH" 

Wie feiert man heute Fasching? (How is Fasching· celebrated today?) 
' 

Dance of the Coopers: Schäfflertanz 
Every 7 years the barrel makers of Munich gather an Marienplatz and conducted their traditional dance. lt'~memorialized in Munich's Glockenspiel 
- Find out the reason behind the Schäfflertanz here! 

Schäfflertanz 

Munich's "Coopers Dance" dates to 1517 and is related to the Plague. The plague raged through Munich 
several times, specifically in 1463, 1515 and 1517. The first of these epidemics lasted from Christmas 1462 
to St. Michael's Day in 1463. In this time some 15,000 people died. 

In later outbreaks streng measures were taken to attempt to keep infection at bay. For example. Munich 
closed all but two gates to the city: Neuhauser and lsartor. Both gates were strictly guarded and no one 
was allowed to pass without a health certification and a detailed health check. Merchants washed letters 
and money with vinegar and streets were blocked off when infection sprang up. 

Despite the precautions the plague of 1517 killed thousands. No one was seen on the streets and the 
country people did not dare come to town. so there was a great food shortage. Misery had reached a new 
level and, even after the plague disappeared, no one dared to leave harne. Despite the urging of doctors 
and public officials, all traffic stopped. 

Selected Schäfflertanz performances in 2012: 
Marien platz 
lanuary 6, 2 pm 
lanuary 7, 21, 28 & February 11, noon 
February 12, 3:30 pm 

Stachus 
January 24, 5 pm 

Vlkualienmarkt 
February 21, noon 

A wise citizen belonging to the Cooper's trade (Barrel maker) came up with a new idea. lnstead of pleading with the citizenry to return things to normal, 
he proposed an idea to encourage people to come out by way of an amusing spectacle. The other coopers support him and even the butchers got into 
the act. Cheerful, happy music was played and the cooper's danced to prove that the air was again pure. At the end of the dance, the butcher's 
apprentices jumped into the fish fountain at Marienplatz and thus proved that the water was safe as weil. Soon the streets were once again a lively 
place filled with people. 

This tradition is reenacted every 7 years on Marienplatz, but you can also see the Cooper's dance every 2 years on Brewer's Day Oune 19). Daily, 
however. the tradition is memorialized in the second half of the Glockenspiel. For more information, you can see their website at 
http://www.schaeff1ertanz.com/ (http://www.schaefflertanz.com/) 

Performances m ay al6o take place at a Munich street near you! Fora detailed schedufe, go to 
schaefflertanz.com. 

As to w hy this particular Munich tradition is only performed every seven years, one can only 
speculat e. lhe Schäffler figures incorporated in the carillon of the New City Hall oo Marienplatz 
are, however, proof of the fact that this tradition is deeply rooted in the city's history. 

lhe year of 1Sl 7 mar1<ed a dark period in 
Munlch's city history. For the third time within 
a few years, a highly contagious plague 
dramatically decimated the city's popu lation. 
All of the remaining residents, who did not 
get infected, anxiously stayed at home. City 
life was dead and doctors even feared that 
other diseases would spread th roughout the 
homes of survlvors, if people did not start to 
catch some fresh air again. ln order to get 
residents out of their homes, a dtizen of the 
Schäffler (cooper) guild had the idea to dance 
through the streets. Many other members of 
the guild joined the plan and thus the so
called Schäfflertanz (coopers' dance) was 
created. lhe choreography follows a fixed set 
of marching elements and dance steps, all of 
which are performed while dancers hold an 
arc-shaped garland. Dancers are also required 
to wear the traditional coopers' attire. 

SChäfflertanz 

January 6-February 21: 
Every seven years Munlch revives a 16th-century folk dance! 

Schäfflertanz in München, 1863 


